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Regional Educational Laboratories
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The ten RELs partner with 
educators and policymakers 
nationwide. REL work is change-
oriented, supporting meaningful 
local, regional, or state decisions
about education policies, 
programs, and practices designed 
to improve learner outcomes.

Find us on the web! https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/rel/region/appalachia

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/rel/region/appalachia
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Regional Educational Laboratory activities
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To improve student 
outcomes through use of 
evidence-based practices

Applied Research

Training, Coaching, and 
Technical Support

Dissemination
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For more information about our work, 
visit the REL Appalachia website: 

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/rel/region/appalachia

REL Appalachia partnerships

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/rel/region/appalachia
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Workshop goals
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• Facilitate deeper learning around high-quality instruction aligned to the Kentucky 
Academic Standards (KAS) for Mathematics.

• Build educator understanding of the importance and role of social, emotional, and 
academic development (SEAD) in effective and equity-focused mathematics instruction.

• Expand awareness of resources that support SEAD integration.
• Strengthen capacity for planning instruction that aligns with the content and practices 

within the KAS for Mathematics.
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Day 1 Agenda
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Time Agenda item
9:00 – 9:20 a.m. Welcome and introductions

9:20 – 10:40 a.m. Grounding in the KAS for Mathematics – Part 1: Breaking down a standard

10:40 – 10:55 a.m. Break

10:55 – 11:40 a.m. Grounding in the KAS for Mathematics – Part 2: Assignment review protocol

11:40 – 12:40 p.m. Lunch

12:40 – 1:30 p.m. Planting SEAD in the KAS for Mathematics – Part 1: Research and reflection

1:30 – 2:00 p.m. Planting SEAD in the KAS for Mathematics – Part 2: Experiencing SEAD

2:00 – 2:15 p.m. Break

2:15 – 3:45 p.m. Planting SEAD in the KAS for Mathematics – Part 3: Key components and strategies

3:45 – 4:00 p.m. Wrap-up
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Day 2 Agenda
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Time Agenda item
9:00 – 9:20 a.m. Welcome

9:20 – 11:00 a.m. Integrating SEAD and KAS for Mathematics roadmap

11:00 – 11:15 a.m. Break

11:15 – 12:15 p.m. Co-designing SEAD in mathematics lessons: Part 1

12:15 – 1:15 p.m. Lunch

1:15 – 2:15 p.m. Co-designing SEAD in mathematics lessons: Part 2

2:15 – 2:30 p.m. Break

2:30 – 3:30 p.m. Supportive colleagues review and feedback

3:30 – 4:00 p.m. Wrap-up
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CASEL Competency Star Partners

CASEL 
Competencies

Self-
Awareness

Responsible 
Decisionmaking

Self-
Management

Social 
Awareness

Relationship 
Skills

Find your CASEL competency 
star partners!
• Walk around the room and 

introduce yourself to 5 
different people. 

• Write their name on the line 
next to a CASEL competency. 

• Later in the workshop you’ll 
get to connect with each of 
your partners to discuss your 
learning!

p. 4



Group Norms
 Assume best intentions.
 Listen carefully to one another.
 Be open to new ideas.
 Be open to working outside your 

comfort zone.
 Ask questions.
 Allow a chance for everyone to 

participate.
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In a moment we will craft norms similar to this 
for our session today. 

Establishing norms for our workshop:

Link to video: “Fostering Belonging 
With Classroom Norms”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRXYc4xmvwg


Co-Creating Group Norms 
Step 1: 
Review the list of values from Brene Brown’s Dare to Lead 
and select five values that you most want to see reflected 
in your professional learning experience today.

Step 2: 
Go to www.menti.com and use code: 

8613 2742
to enter the values you selected. 
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http://www.menti.com/
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How do we decide which roads 
to take through 
this world of 
mathematics?

Grounding the journey in the 
KAS for Mathematics

15



Learning Goal
● To learn how the        Breaking Down a 

Standard resource and the       Assignment 
Review Protocol can work together to 
support instruction around specific standards 
and to ensure tasks and assignments are 
aligned to grade level standards.

16



Success Criteria
• Complete the         Breaking Down a Standard resource to 

build a shared understanding of a standard. 
• Explain and give grade appropriate examples of how the 

architecture/components of the standards support the 
development of cluster level understanding.

• Identify and develop a shared understanding of the 
“target of the standard” (conceptual understanding, 
procedural skill/fluency, application)

• Describe misconceptions that may occur in relation to 
the standard being explored. 

17



Success Criteria

• Complete the         Assignment Review Protocol to review 
and evaluate mathematics tasks.

• Determine the cognitive complexity of any given task.
• Determine the level of relevance within a task. 
• Consider potential “next steps” with mathematics tasks 

based upon evaluation and shared understanding of the 
KAS for Mathematics.

18
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Why start by grounding in the standards?
Most students do what 
they're asked in school - but 
still aren't prepared to meet 
their goals after graduation 
because so few of their 
assignments actually gave 
students the chance to 
complete grade-level work



Resources from 
kystandards.org:

Standards document

Breaking Down a Standard

Assignment Review Protocol

Integrating SEAD within 
the KAS for Mathematics



To ground our exploration in the KAS for 
Mathematics today:



Breaking Down a Standard Protocol

• Highlights the role 
each component 
within the KAS for 
Mathematics plays in 
answering the 
question, “What do 
we expect our 
students to learn?”

22



T : (Think) 

● What is the domain/conceptual category/big idea? 
● What is the broader understanding the standard plays 

a role in building (cluster)?

P : (Pair) Paired with another participant or a small group.

S : (Share) Share your thinking with your partner. 

Think-Pair-Share  

23



Initial Overview
Use the KAS for Mathematics to identify:
● What is the domain/conceptual category/big idea? 
● What is the broader understanding the standard 

plays a role in building (cluster)?

24



Standards



Target of the Standard: 
Conceptual Understanding
The Standards for Mathematical Content are a balanced combination 
of conceptual understanding, procedural skill/fluency and application. 
● Conceptual understanding refers to understanding mathematical 

concepts, operations and relations. Conceptual understanding is 
more than knowing isolated facts and methods; students should 
be able to make sense of why a mathematical idea is important 
and the kinds of contexts in which it is useful. Conceptual 
understanding allows students to connect prior knowledge to new 
ideas and concepts.

26



The Standards for Mathematical Content are a balanced 
combination of conceptual understanding, procedural skill/fluency
and application. 
● Procedural skill/fluency is the ability to apply procedures 

accurately, efficiently, flexibly and appropriately. It requires 
speed and accuracy in calculation while giving students 
opportunities to practice basic skills. Students’ ability to solve 
more complex application and modeling tasks is dependent on 
procedural skill and fluency.

27

Target of the Standard: 
Procedural Skill/Fluency



The Standards for Mathematical Content are a balanced 
combination of conceptual understanding, procedural skill/fluency 
and application. 
● Application provides a valuable context for learning and the 

opportunity to solve problems in a relevant and a meaningful 
way. It is through real-world application that students learn to 
select an efficient method to find a solution, determine whether 
the solution(s) makes sense by reasoning and develop critical 
thinking skills. 

28

Target of the Standard: Application



Standards

29



Let’s discuss:
● What is the target of the standard? 

● Consider the impact that might have on instruction and 
assessment. 

● Include any notes that come up that you want to remember later 
on your protocol.

● Begin to indicate the key mathematics that students should 
know and be able to do to reach the full intent of this standard. 

*Throughout this process, remember this is a living document that you can, will and 
should revisit. You don’t have to write everything down right this second. You might 
add more as you gain more clarity around the standards as a whole. 

30



Clarifications
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Relationship Status: 
Target of the Standard 
The standards emphasize procedural skill and fluency, building 
from conceptual understanding to application and modeling 
with mathematics, in order to solve real world problems.

Coherence:
Conceptual Procedural skill/      Application

understanding fluency



Coherence Across Grade Levels
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Coherence Within Grade Levels
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Let’s discuss...
● What specific representations or strategies need to be considered 

when planning instruction around this standard?

● Indicate possible misconceptions that will need to be addressed 
during instruction. 

● Begin looking at the various ways this specific standard with within the
overall progression of the standards. This will allow for connections 
among the content to be intentionally build into instruction. 

*Throughout this process, remember this is a living document that you can, will and should 
revisit. You don’t have to write everything down right this second. You might add more as you 
gain more clarity around the standards as a whole. 

35



Attending to the SMPs:

● Engaging the SMPs: Look fors and Question Stems
○ Provides guidance on ways teachers can design instruction to 

allow students to engage in the standards for mathematical 
practices (SMP). Resource includes Student Look-fors, Teacher 
Look-fors and potential Question Stems for each of the eight 
mathematical practices.

36

https://education.ky.gov/curriculum/standards/kyacadstand/Documents/SMP_Look_Fors_and_Question_Stems.pdf


Let’s discuss...
● How do you envision students engaging with the SMPs while 

learning content specific to this standard? 
● You might feel this specific standard offers students a unique 

opportunity to engage in a specific mathematical practice. 

● You might include specific ways you envision designing your 
instruction to emphasize purposeful questions that 
intentionally attend to a specific mathematical practice. 

*Throughout this process, remember that this is a living document that you can, will and 
should revisit. You don’t have to write everything down right this second. You might add 
more as you gain more clarity around the standards as a whole. 

37



● In what additional ways might you/your team envision students 
engaging in the mathematical practices for this content standard? 
How does that vision impact instruction for this content standard?

● What are additional coherence connections (within or across grade 
levels) that you/your team notice for this standard? How do those 
connections impact instruction for this content standard?

● Include any notes you/your team might utilize internally to provide 
additional clarifications for this standard.

Page 2 of the resource:

38



What “souvenirs” can we take from 
Checkpoint 1? 

 Value of identifying the target of the standard

 Power of discussing and predicting misconceptions

 Importance of utilizing the Coherence/Vertical 
Alignment component

 Impact on student experience when engaging with 
the SMPs with grade level tasks  

39



Rest Area



Grounding in the 
KAS for Mathematics

Part 2: Assignment review protocol

p. 7
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Table Rally Robin: 

Round 1: 
With your table, take turns saying one word/phrase 
each, sharing something that makes you happy.

Round 2: 
With your table, take turns saying one word each, 
sharing an idea/word/phrase from the first part of 
our session today. 



Quick Reminder: Success Criteria
 Complete the         Assignment Review Protocol to review 

and evaluate mathematics tasks.
• Determine the cognitive complexity of any given task.
• Determine the level of relevance within a task. 
• Consider potential “next steps” with mathematics tasks 

based upon evaluation and shared understanding of the 
KAS for Mathematics.

43



Next Steps to Consider:
To deepen discussion around what different stages of 
student mastery could look like, you/your team might 
look at samples of student work intended to align to 
this standard. This might be an opportunity to utilize 
the Assignment Review Protocol.

44

https://education.ky.gov/curriculum/standards/kyacadstand/Documents/Mathematics_Assignment_Review_Protocol.docx


Assignment Review Protocol:
Intended to answer the question, “Does this task give students the 
opportunity to meaningfully engage in worthwhile grade-appropriate 
content?” This protocol is designed to guide participants through the 
process of reviewing a single task/assignment.

○ PART ONE: Mathematical Content 
⇢ Section 1: Target of the Standard
⇢ Section 2: Coherence
⇢ Section 3: Cognitive Complexity 

○ PART TWO: Mathematical Practices
○ PART THREE: Relevance
○ PART FOUR: Student Performance (if applicable)

45



Today we will review this sample task for alignment 
to KY.3.OA.8:
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https://robertkaplinsky.com/work/enough-money/


Today we will review this sample task for 
alignment to KY.4.NF.1:
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https://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/4/NF/A/1/tasks/881


Today we will review this sample task for 
alignment to KY.8.SP.3:
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http://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standards/8/SP/A/3/tasks/1370


Today we will review this sample task for 
alignment to KY.HS.N.1:
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https://www.openmiddle.com/rational-exponents/


Part One: Mathematical Content
Section 1: Target of the Standard

50



Part One: Mathematical Content
Section 2: Coherence

51

• Looking across grade-levels, is there a coherent 
connection to the same topic in a previous grade? If 
so, is the task crafted to elicit a more sophisticated 
level of understanding than would have been 
acceptable in the previous grade? 

• Is there a coherent connection to another standard 
within the current grade? 



Part One: Mathematical Content
Section 3: Cognitive Complexity
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https://www.achieve.org/files/Mathematics%20Cognitive%20Complexity%20Framework_Final_92619.pdf


Part Two: Mathematical Practices

Does the assignment require students to engage with one or more 
mathematical practices while working on grade-appropriate content?
 Does the target standard(s) explicitly call for the use of a specific 

mathematical practice? If so, does the task provide opportunity for 
students to engage in the mathematical practice named by the 
standard?

It may be useful to utilize the front matter of the KAS for Mathematics (p. 12-
15) and/or the Engaging the SMPs: Look fors and Question Stems resource 
from the Getting to Know the KAS for Mathematics module. 

53



Part Three: Relevance
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• Does the majority of the assignment 
consist of word problems or real-world 
application problems/tasks?

• If the assignment connects grade-
appropriate content standards to real-world 
experiences, does it allow students to apply 
math in a meaningful way?



Part Four: Student Performance 

55



What “souvenirs” can we take from 
Checkpoint 2? 
▶ Is it already strongly aligned to the standard?

▶ If not
● Could minor revisions improve the alignment?

● Could another assignment fill the gaps that 
showed up when examining this assignment?

● Is instruction balanced when considered 
collectively?

56



The KAS for Mathematics
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Are…
● Goals or outcomes of an educational 

program.
● Statements of what students should be 

able to do after instruction

Are NOT…
● A set of instructional or assessment 

tasks

Do…
● Establish what students should know 

and be able to do at the conclusion of a 
course

Do NOT…
● dictate curriculum, teaching methods, 

the design of a lesson or how units 
should be organized



Timed Pair Share
Within your group, each person will select a question from 
the next slide to focus their sharing on. 
The first speaker will have 30 seconds to share their thinking 
around the question.
Partners will then have 30 seconds to respond - ask a 
question, share an idea, expand the original sharing, etc.
Switch role and repeat for another of the questions on the 
slide.

58



Essential Questions
• How do the components of the architecture within the standards 

support the development of cluster level understanding?
• What is meant by the “target of the standard” and how might the 

“target” have implications for educators when designing 
instruction?

• Why is it important to determine the cognitive complexity of a given 
task/assignment?

• How do I (or my team/PLC) determine potential “next steps” for 
mathematics tasks/assignments based upon evaluation and shared 
understanding of the KAS for Mathematics?

59



How do we decide which roads 
to take through 
this world of 
mathematics?

Grounding the journey in the 
KAS for Mathematics
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Lunch
60 min
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Planting SEAD in the KAS for Mathematics
Part 1: Research and reflection
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Social-emotional learning

64

Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) is “the process through which all 
young people and adults acquire and apply the knowledge, skills, and 
attitudes to:
• Develop healthy identities
• Manage emotions and achieve personal and collective goals
• Feel and show empathy for others
• Establish and maintain supportive relationships
• Make responsible and caring decisions.”

(Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning, 2022)

p. 8
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SEL and student outcomes
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SEL

•Fewer behavioral problems
•Lower levels of emotional distress
• Improved academic outcomes

(Durlak et al., 2011)
p. 8
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Why might SEL improve academic outcomes?
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• Take a moment to think about 
the skills that help you learn and 
grow every day as an adult. 

• What are they?

p. 8
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Integrating social, emotional, and academic development (SEAD)
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Social Emotional Academic 
Development = SEAD

approach

Academic learning requires the integration of these skills :

Social Emotional Academic 
Development = SEAD

approach

p. 9(Aspen Institute, 2019)
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Turn and talk

68

• What instructional strategies did 
you find to be effective in your 
classrooms this past year? 

• In what ways do these strategies 
contribute to students’ social, 
emotional, and/or academic 
development?

p. 9
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How to integrate SEAD
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1. Create learning environments that are physically and emotionally safe.
2. Intentionally teach social, emotional, and cognitive skills. 
3. Have students practice these skills as they learn academic content and 

in their interactions.

(Aspen Institute, 2019; Darling-Hammond, et al., 2020; Jones et al., 2017) p. 9
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Role of SEAD in educational equity
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• SEAD benefits all students by supporting students’ ability to cope with stress and 
trauma.

• While students from all backgrounds may experience stress and trauma, research 
indicates that students from low-income families and students of color are more likely to 
have repeated exposures to stress and traumatic experiences, due to systemic inequities 
and injustice. 

• While SEAD is well positioned to support educational equity, educators must be 
intentional about teaching it in culturally responsive ways that counter privilege, 
prejudice, and structural inequality.

(Aspen Institute, 2019; Gregory & Fergus, 2017; Jagers et al., 2018; Jones et al., 2021)

p. 10
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Stop and jot

71

• What personal identities do I bring to 
my classroom? 

• How might my identity influence how I 
support students’ SEAD?

p. 10
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Principles of equitable SEAD
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1. Ensure safe and inclusive learning 
environments that are respectful and 
affirming of diverse identities. 

2. Recognize and incorporate student 
cultural values, practices, and assets.

3. Foster positive identity development.
4. Promote student agency and voice.
5. Explicitly acknowledge issues of bias, 

power, and inequality, and work to 
address them.

(Jones et al., 2017)
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Pair and share
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• In what ways have you embodied 
the principles of equitable SEAD 
in your classroom? 

• How can you keep these 
principles at the forefront in your 
instructional planning and 
classroom practices? 

p. 11
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Planting SEAD in the KAS for Mathematics
Part 2: Experiencing SEAD
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Integrating social, emotional, and academic development (SEAD)

75

Social Emotional Academic
Development = SEAD

approach

p. 12
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During the break:
Pick up your grade level resource for Integrating 
Social, Emotional and Academic Development (SEAD) 
within the Kentucky Academic Standards (KAS) for 
Mathematics.

https://unsplash.com/photos/dGwLxzFuGZo
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Planting SEAD in the KAS for Mathematics
Part 3: Key components and strategies
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CASEL framework for SEAD

78

• What is the CASEL 5 framework and 
where does it come from? 

• How does the framework help our work 
toward connecting SEAD to math? 

p. 13



Integrating the CASEL Competencies within the KAS for 
Mathematics
The integration document shows the connection between the 
CASEL competencies and the expectations set forth within the 
KAS for Mathematics, including:

• SEAD competency connections to the Standards for 
Mathematical Practices (SMPs)

• Design considerations and specific examples of what 
integrating SEAD might look like within the specific grade 
level.

• Questions teachers can use with students to encourage the 
development of social and emotional competencies while 
also engaging students with the SMPs.

• Self-Reflection Questions to empower teachers to self-
reflect on ways to integrate SEAD within effective 
mathematics instruction.



CASEL Competencies & Standards for Mathematical Practice

The SMPs support students’ full 
engagement in mathematical 
learning...there is a natural connection 
between the CASEL competencies and 
the SMPs.
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Protocol: Unpacking the CASEL competencies
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Draw: What does this competency look like to you?

Self-Reflect: What does this competency mean to me?

Teacher Hat: How is this already embedded in my math planning? What do I want to try?

Application: How does this look in my math instruction?

p. 14
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Preview

82

• I do/We do: We’ll use the protocol to walk 
through one competency together.

• You do: You’ll apply the protocol to 
unpack one more competency.

• Celebrate: We’ll share out and celebrate 
our learning together!
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CASEL Competency: Self-Awareness
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Stop and draw
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• Draw an image that represents what 
self-awareness means to you. Image:

p. 14
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What is self-awareness?

85

Self-awareness is the ability to understand one’s own emotions, thoughts, and 
values and how they influence behavior across contexts. Examples of how 
teachers can promote and students can demonstrate self-awareness include:

• Integrating personal and social identities
• Identifying personal, cultural, and linguistic assets
• Identifying one’s emotions
• Demonstrating honesty and integrity
• Linking feelings, values, and thoughts
• Examining prejudices and biases
• Experiencing self-efficacy
• Having a growth mindset
• Developing interests and a sense of purpose p. 14
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Self-reflect
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• What does self-awareness mean to me?
• How do my dispositions and experiences with this competency impact how I support 

my students?
• What are my strengths and assets in relation to this competency?
• What am I missing?

p. 14
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Self-reflect
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Self-awareness is the ability to understand one’s own emotions, thoughts, and 
values and how they influence behavior across contexts. Examples include:

• Integrating personal and social identities*
• Identifying personal, cultural, and linguistic 

assets
• Identifying one’s emotions*
• Demonstrating honesty and integrity
• Linking feelings, values, and thoughts
• Examining prejudices and biases
• Experiencing self-efficacy*
• Having a growth mindset
• Developing interests and a sense of purpose

Which examples of self-
awareness are already part 

of my practice?

Which example practices 
challenge me to think 
differently about self-

awareness?



Teacher Hat: How is this already embedded in my planning? 
What do I want to try?
Read the two following sections in your 
integration document:

• Considerations when designing 
mathematics instruction that fosters self-
awareness

• Questions to foster self-awareness in 
students

As you read:

• Highlight in Green (or use a 
checkmark) to indicate design 
considerations and questions 
you're already using and can 
build on.

• Highlight in Blue (or use a 
asterisk) to indicate a new 
practice you'd like to try

p. 15-16
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Self-awareness example practices Strategies to continue in math Strategies to try in math

Integrating personal and social identities

Identifying personal, cultural, and linguistic 
assets
Identifying one’s emotions

Demonstrating honesty and integrity

Linking feelings, values, and thoughts

Examining prejudices and biases

Experiencing self-efficacy

Having a growth mindset

Developing interests and a sense of purpose

Other:

Application: What does this look like in my math instruction?

89

Use the design considerations, questions, and your own experiences to brainstorm specific strategies you 
already use – or might try – for developing students’ self-awareness. Connect these strategies to specific 
example practices (or add a practice of your own!)

p. 17
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Application: What does this look like in my math instruction?

90

Use the design considerations, questions, and your own experiences to brainstorm specific strategies you 
already use – or might try – for developing students’ self-awareness. Connect these strategies to specific 
example practices (or add a practice of your own!)

Example practice Strategies I will continue to do in math Strategies I might try in math
Identifying 
personal, cultural, 
and linguistic 
assets

Giving a student survey at the start of the 
year. *Add questions that ask about their 
personal, cultural, and linguistic assets (does 
someone here have a resource?? )

Bringing students’ identities and assets into 
the unit (e.g., kick off a unit learning about 
mathematicians of color, ancient math 
practices in Africa and Latin America)

Identifying one’s 
emotions

Connecting feeling words to math (e.g., I 
know you might feel frustrated/nervous/scared 
to get the wrong answer)

Experiencing self-
efficacy

Providing opportunities for students to work 
on open-ended tasks with multiple strategies.

Asking students, “Can you explain that?” 
when they solve a problem.

Having a growth 
mindset

Teaching a lesson about growth mindset at the 
start of the year, then praising growth on 
student assessments
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Think-Pair-Share

91

•Find your self-awareness star 
partner and share your reflections 
on the process.
– How did you feel about going through that 

protocol? What did you learn?
•Share your strategies from your 
application table. Then record your 
two favorite strategies on stickies.

•Post strategies under the appropriate 
practice on the self-awareness wall.

Self-Awareness

Growth mindset:

Start math class with a 
song about the “power of 

yet.”

Growth 
Mindset

Self-
Efficacy
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Your turn: Choose your next competency

92

Using your workbook and grade level 
integration document, locate the Design 
Considerations for the competency of your 
choice.

1. Reflect independently (10 mins): Using the 
same protocol, use all 4 steps to unpack: 
record an image, self-reflect, teaching 
connections, and application strategies.

2. Share with a partner (5 mins): Meet a new 
partner at the competency wall. Share your 
reflections. Record your favorite strategies 
on stickies.

3. Whole-group share-out (5 mins): Post 
your stickies on the corresponding 
competency wall. p. 18–29 
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Draw: What does this competency look like to you?

Self-Reflect: What does this competency mean to me?

Teacher Hat: How is this already embedded in my planning? What do I want to try?

Application: What does this look like in my math instruction?

Independently complete the reflection protocol (10 mins)

93
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Think-Pair-Share (5 mins)
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• Walk to your competency wall.
• Find a partner and discuss:

– How did you feel about repeating this 4-step 
reflection protocol on your own? What did you 
learn?

• Share your strategies from your 
application table. Then record your two 
favorite strategies on stickies.

• Post strategies under the appropriate 
example practice on the related 
competency wall.

Competency of Choice

SEL Strategy:

Description of strategy 
that connects relationship 

skill to math learning

Example 
Practice

Example 
Practice
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Group share-out
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As you listen to the strategies, react 
using fist to five:

How likely are you to use the 
strategy?

Fist Five
Not at all A bunch! I’ll likely use it.
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Celebrate!
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Let’s take a moment to celebrate 
the learning and growth that 
happened today!

Tomorrow we will think about 
how to integrate this work into 
your math standards and lesson 
plans.
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Day 1 Wrap-up
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Reflecting on the day
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What is resonating with you or making you 
anxious?

What did you learn today, and how might it impact 
your practice?

What are you already doing in the spirit of SEAD? 
How can you build on these efforts?

What questions are you hoping will be answered in 
tomorrow's session?

flickr.com/photos/xerxates/7544802388

p. 30
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Looking ahead to Day 2
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Time Agenda item
9:00 – 9:20 a.m. Welcome

9:20 – 10:00 a.m. Integrating SEAD and KAS for Mathematics resource library

10:00 – 11:00 a.m. Integrating SEAD and KAS for Mathematics Roadmap tool

11:00 – 11:15 a.m. Break

11:15 – 12:15 p.m. Co-designing SEAD in mathematics lessons: Part 1

12:15 – 1:15 p.m. Lunch

1:15 – 2:15 p.m. Co-designing SEAD in mathematics lessons: Part 2

2:15 – 2:30 p.m. Break

2:30 – 3:30 p.m. Supportive colleagues review and feedback

3:30 – 4:00 p.m. Wrap-up
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Final words and housekeeping
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• This is head and heart work.
• Try and take time tonight to rest and reflect.
• Tomorrow’s session begins at 9:00 a.m.
• Questions? Thoughts? 
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